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Social Design of Rietveld

VIVID organized in 2013 the first -ever- Rietveld exhibition in a Dutch gallery. Now 4 years later VIVID again presents 

works by Gerrit Rietveld (1888-1964). 'Social design of Rietveld' is the title of this exhibition which shows an even 

larger range of works by the greatest Dutch architect and designer.

The Red Blue Chair, one of the works on display, was designed 100 years ago by Gerrit Rietveld. It turned out to be 

Rietveld's manifest of ideas and it also represents one of the first explorations by the De Stijl art movement in three dimensions. 

The design process he developed in that time had the intention to contribute to an improving human well-being and livelihood. 

He practiced this 'Social Design' for almost 50 years. With the Red Blue chair Rietveld's goal was to relieve the volume 

of the classic armchair and focus on functionality. The result was a chair that consisted of fifteen bars, two rectangular 

plates as a backrest and seat, and two side panels (that would disappear later on). Hoping that much of his furniture would 

eventually be mass-produced rather than handcrafted, Rietveld aimed for simplicity in construction. 

The pieces of wood that comprise the Red Blue Chair are in the standard lumber sizes readily available at the time.

20 works by Rietveld are on display in the ‘Social Design of Rietveld’ exhibition. Most come from Dutch private collections 

and have never been shown in public before.



Gerrit Th. Rietveld
Three Person Bench (1923-’29) painted wood, unique bench made for a private commission in Utrecht   



Gerrit Th. Rietveld
End Table (1923) painted wood  



Gerrit Th. Rietveld
‘Steltman Chair’ (1963) white stained oak  



Gerrit Th. Rietveld
‘Steltman Chair’ (1963) white stained oak  



Gerrit Th. Rietveld
‘Military Chair’ (1923) painted wood  



Gerrit Th. Rietveld
‘Military Chair’ (1923) painted wood  



Gerrit Th. Rietveld
‘Beugel stoel 1’ (1927) painted wood, metal  



Gerrit Th. Rietveld
Red Armchair (1925) painted wood, metal  



Gerrit Th. Rietveld
‘ZigZag chair’ (1932) wood, metal  



Gerrit Th. Rietveld
ZigZag chairs (1932) wood, metal  



Gerrit Th. Rietveld
‘Red Blue chair’ (1918) painted wood  



Gerrit Th. Rietveld
‘Red Blue chair’ (1918) painted wood  



Gerrit Th. Rietveld
Piano Chair, Stained mahogany and leather (1923)  



Gerrit Th. Rietveld
Children Chair (1920) painted wood   



Gerrit Th. Rietveld
Hign Back Chair, stained and painted panga-panga wood  (1919)  



Gerrit Th. Rietveld
Hign Back Chair, stained and painted panga-panga wood  (1919)  



Gerrit Th. Rietveld
‘Amerfoortse stoel’ (1949) armchair, lacquered steel and painted wood, prototype by a blacksmith  



Gerrit Th. Rietveld
‘Amerfoortse stoel’ (1949) armchair, lacquered steel and painted wood, prototype by a blacksmith  



Gerrit Th. Rietveld
Markelo Chair (1951) pine wood, only 18 were ever made  



Gerrit Th. Rietveld
poster for Rietveld exhibition (1958), 60x60cm   



Wim Crouwel                                             Paul Citroen
poster Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam (1959)           portrait Gerrit Rietveld (1931)
signed by Wim Crouwel              



Paul Citroen
portrait Gerrit Rietveld (1931)   
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